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Motivation and examples

Systems Challenge

There are many interesting problems that humans are
far better at solving than machines. But, human effort
is expensive. Our goals are:
• To understand the structure humans discern in
language and images.
• To efficiently estimate this structure with
machine learning.
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The New Yorker is using this system to run their caption contest. Each week they draw a new cartoon and
receive roughly 5,000 captions. How do they find the
funniest one?
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Figure 2: The Difficulty: Active Learning consists of synchronous model updates based on data from synchronous sources.
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Request query display from web API
Submit job to web-request queue
Asynchronous worker accepts job
Request routed to proper algorithm
Query generated, sent back to API
Query display returned to client
Answer reported to web API

8. Submit job to web-request queue
9. Asynchronous worker accepts job
10. Answer routed to proper algorithm
11a. Answer acknowledged to API
12a. Answer acknowledged to Client
11b. Submit job to model-update queue
12b. Synchronous worker accepts job

Dashboard: Extensive Monitoring Tools
Figure 5: Each week the New Yorker combs through 5000 captions to determine
the funniest one.

Figure 1: The appearance and expressive content of faces contain different
structures.

Face emotional similarity
Asking questions like shown in Figure 4 we can generate an embedding of emotional similarity.

Problem
Humans are the bottleneck; judgments are expensive,
noisy, and potentially variable across individuals.
• Even moderately-sized problems require many
decisions. For example, a 3D embedding of 1000
items would require 500 million
measurements with noiseless random
sampling.
• Brute-force crowd-sourcing rapidly becomes
implausible.
• Need robust method for using human judgments
efficiently.
Solution: Active Learning

Figure 3: NEXT provides extensive dashboards to help experimenters monitor
data collection and algorithm behavior.

Implementation: NEXT - a bridge between
theory and practice
Mathematical theory and analysis guides the development of data collection algorithms, but experimental studies are the only way to determine which algorithms work best in practice. This poses many challenges, which NEXT strives to address:
• Statistical (algorithm design)
• Computational (distributed, real-time
computing)
• Practical (web-interface, data security, etc.)
Adaptive triplets

The objective is to ask better questions and make discoveries faster by asking better questions.
Now we have to design a system that can collect
human responses from active machine learning algorithms. This requires tight integration of with the
algorithm.
To build this system we have to run a web service.
This allows using services such as Mechanical Turk to
collect responses.

Figure 4: “Which face is most similar in terms of emotional content?”

NEXT is designed to interface with algorithms that
choose the next question for the human to answer.
One possible type of question to answer is shown in 4.

We have devoted significant development effort in
making this system easy to use and modular.

Figure 6: Emotional similarity of different faces. UW psychologists requested
this embedding.

Summary
NEXT provides a unique platform for real-world,
large-scale, reproducible active learning research, enabling
• Applied practitioners to employ active
learning methods for real-world
applications.
• Machine learning researchers to easily
deploy and test new active learning
algorithms.
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